Truly expedient:
The advantages.

- **Operation via smart-touch**
  As intuitive and easy as with your smartphone.

- **E-mailing of reports**
  Directly on site – with all the system information.

- **Keep an eye on all the measuring values**
  On the large 5" HD display.

- **Get the result faster**
  With clearly structured measurement menus.

- **Ready to use straight away**
  Ready to measure at the touch of a button in standby mode.

- **Completely worry-free**
  Optional long life sensors, CO measurement up to 30,000 ppm, NO preparation.

Welcome to the Smart World of Testo.

In the smart world of today, a combustion analyzer needs to do much more than provide reliably accurate results. Key to technician efficiency is an instrument that performs before and after taking a measurement to ensure speed and accuracy through an intuitive interface designed to make work easier.

The user-friendly and highly efficient testo 300 was developed with this objective in mind. It is not just decades of experience in measuring technology. With smart-touch operation, robust construction and e-mailing of reports, the testo 300 will quickly become your indispensable companion for all measuring tasks involving heating.
**Truly intuitive:**
The menus.

Clearly structured and explicit menus for all applications involving heating systems (including flue gas, draft, CO, differential pressure and lots more) are already stored in the testo 300. This allows you to do your jobs even more efficiently.

**Truly versatile:**
Suitable kits.

testo 300
Residential / Commercial Kit

Included in the kit:
- testo 300 combustion analyzer with \(O_2\) and CO sensor up to 4,000 ppm
- USB power supply
- Compact flue gas probe, 12 in, Ø 0.25 in, Tmax 932°F
- Spare dirt filters (10)
- EasyHeat PC analysis software
- Instrument soft case

Order no. 0564 3002 82

Optional: testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

Illustration differs depending on kit type
testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

**Truly robust:**
The construction.

The testo 300 has a particularly resilient and high-quality construction. Special challenges can thus easily be met across workshops, transport vehicles and boiler rooms. The testo 300 is backed by a 65 year commitment to best in class quality and precision.

Truly versatile:
Suitable kits.

testo 300
Commercial Kit

Included in the kit:
- testo 300 combustion analyzer with \(O_2\) and CO sensor up to 4,000 ppm
- USB power supply
- Compact flue gas probe, 12 in, Ø 0.25 in, Tmax 932°F
- Spare dirt filters (10)
- EasyHeat PC analysis software
- Instrument case

Order no. 0564 3004 92

Optional: extremely durable \(O_2\) sensor and automatic dilution.

**Protection:**
Scratch-resistant, recessed with a replaceable protective film.

**Secure mounting:**
4 strong magnets with rubber coating.

**Bolted housing:**
For that extra degree of stability when it really matters.

**Robust sensors:**
Optional: extremely durable \(O_2\) sensor and automatic dilution.

**Illustration differs depending on kit type**
testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

**Truly robust:**
The construction.

The testo 300 has a particularly resilient and high-quality construction. Special challenges can thus easily be met across workshops, transport vehicles and boiler rooms. The testo 300 is backed by a 65 year commitment to best in class quality and precision.

Illustration differs depending on kit type
testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

**Truly intuitive:**
The menus.

Clearly structured and explicit menus for all applications involving heating systems (including flue gas, draft, CO, differential pressure and lots more) are already stored in the testo 300. This allows you to do your jobs even more efficiently.

**Truly versatile:**
Suitable kits.

testo 300 Pro
Commercial Kit

Included in the kit:
- testo 300 combustion analyzer with \(O_2\) and CO sensor up to 4,000 ppm
- USB power supply
- Compact flue gas probe, 12 in, Ø 0.25 in, Tmax 932°F
- Spare dirt filters (10)
- EasyHeat PC analysis software
- Instrument case
- testo Bluetooth printer, including spare paper

Order no. 0564 3004 93

Optional: testo Bluetooth printer, including spare paper.

**Truly robust:**
The construction.

The testo 300 has a particularly resilient and high-quality construction. Special challenges can thus easily be met across workshops, transport vehicles and boiler rooms. The testo 300 is backed by a 65 year commitment to best in class quality and precision.

Illustration differs depending on kit type
testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

**Truly intuitive:**
The menus.

Clearly structured and explicit menus for all applications involving heating systems (including flue gas, draft, CO, differential pressure and lots more) are already stored in the testo 300. This allows you to do your jobs even more efficiently.

**Truly versatile:**
Suitable kits.

testo 300
Residential / Commercial Kit with printer

Included in the kit:
- testo 300 combustion analyzer with \(O_2\) and CO sensor up to 4,000 ppm
- USB power supply
- Compact flue gas probe, 12 in, Ø 0.25 in, Tmax 932°F
- Spare dirt filters (10)
- EasyHeat PC analysis software
- Instrument soft case
- Optional: testo Bluetooth printer, including spare paper

Order no. 0564 3002 83

Optional: extremely durable \(O_2\) sensor and automatic dilution.

**Protection:**
Scratch-resistant, recessed with a replaceable protective film.

**Secure mounting:**
4 strong magnets with rubber coating.

**Bolted housing:**
For that extra degree of stability when it really matters.

**Robust sensors:**
Optional: extremely durable \(O_2\) sensor and automatic dilution.

**Illustration differs depending on kit type**
testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

**Truly robust:**
The construction.

The testo 300 has a particularly resilient and high-quality construction. Special challenges can thus easily be met across workshops, transport vehicles and boiler rooms. The testo 300 is backed by a 65 year commitment to best in class quality and precision.

Illustration differs depending on kit type
testo 300 Pro Kit with printer shown

**Truly intuitive:**
The menus.

Clearly structured and explicit menus for all applications involving heating systems (including flue gas, draft, CO, differential pressure and lots more) are already stored in the testo 300. This allows you to do your jobs even more efficiently.

**Truly versatile:**
Suitable kits.

testo 300 Pro
Commercial Kit with printer

Included in the kit:
- testo 300 combustion analyzer with \(O_2\) and CO sensor up to 4,000 ppm
- USB power supply
- Compact flue gas probe, 12 in, Ø 0.25 in, Tmax 932°F
- Spare dirt filters (10)
- EasyHeat PC analysis software
- Instrument case
- testo Bluetooth printer, including spare paper

Order no. 0564 3004 96

Optional: testo Bluetooth printer, including spare paper.